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Where I’m coming from….

Speaking as evaluation adviser and methodological consultant with EU, UK and 
other governments & agencies. I’m going to draw on experience & examples          

of policy evaluation:

1. EU Structural Funds - that support economic and social development in 
Member States, encouraging priorities such as: strengthening RTD and 
innovation; enhancing SME competitiveness; supporting shifts to low carbon 
economy & climate change adaptation; promoting social inclusion, combating 
poverty and discrimination….. etc

2. UK energy policy which is centred around around three objectives of security 
of supply, affordability, and decarbonisation – referred to as the energy 
‘trilemma’; & includes energy efficiency, demand reduction, smart grids, home 
heating, fuel poverty etc. 

I’ll be communicating my tentative learning & conclusions,  not current institutional 
thinking or practice – but I’m confident of direction of travel
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‘Policy Coherence’ in European Union & OECD

• Coherence now a ‘new’ (2020) OECD evaluation criteria, entered European 
policy vocabulary in 1992 Maastricht Treaty – i.e., consistency/coherence 
of development policies with trade, foreign policy or migration policy

• Entered EU evaluation lexicon in guidance (MEANS 1999, EVALSED 2004, 
2013) that noted  both ‘internal’ and ‘external’ coherence – i.e., 
consistency of elements making up a policy action versus consistency 
between a policy action and other policy actions

I would argue our understandings of complexity over last 20 years has  
redrawn the boundaries between  ‘internal’ and ‘external’ coherence
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Four Contemporary Aspects of Coherence

A ‘coherence lens’ highlights aspects of coherence in evaluation that follow 
from the design and demands of contemporary policy making:

• Unit of analysis – coherence with changing scope and scale of policy 
interventions

• Coordination and Governance – arrangements to manage coherence

• Timing – coherence with policy time-scales

• Substantive Theory – coherence with domain theory & research - not only 
programme theory

All these aspects have methodological and policy implications
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Aspect One: An evolving unit of analysis

• Growing understanding of policy interdependence: focus shifting from 
projects to programmes in 1990s; to policies, strategies & multi-level 
governance in 2000s; now an increasing interest in ‘nexus’ and aligned 
priorities 

• Many policy priorities are understood to be complex and innately 
interdependent– e.g. sustainability, innovation, zero carbon, climate 
change mitigation, equity and justice, & health inequalities…..
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Unit of analysis – shifting Focus and Methodology

i. Decontextualised policy interventions – coherent with policy inputs
ii. Contextualised policy intervention – coherent with policy/non policy 

inputs/other policies/wider contexts
iii. Linked policies interventions – coherence between several policies 

across contexts
iv. Policy systems of multiple interdependent policy interventions – many 

and changing possibilities for coherence and incoherence

Accompanying methodological shift:

• Effect of one main cause (the intervention) >> Effects of multiple causes 
>>Causes of Effects>> Configurations/ INUS causality>>Probabilistic 
causation and low predictability systems

• Linear ToCs few causal pathways/mechanisms >> Context rich ToCs, multiple 
pathways/mechanisms >>Modelling and Systems mapping, characterised by 
‘equifinality’
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Two Examples

First: A context rich Theory of Change encompassing multiple policy 
interventions & causal pathways- from an EU evaluation of Structural Funds:                   
Evaluation Final Report: Ex post evaluation of support to large enterprises: DG Regional  & Urban 
Affairs, European Commission 2016

Second: A ‘systems’ map of UK energy policies and programmes, highlighting 
interdependence of supply reliability, affordability & carbon emission goals:        
Barbrook-Johnson P and Penn A (2021) Participatory systems mapping for complex energy policy 
evaluation. Evaluation 27(1): 57–79



Evaluation Final Report: Ex post evaluation of support to large enterprises: DG Regional  & Urban Affairs, European Commission 2016



Barbrook-Johnson P and Penn A (2021) Participatory 
systems mapping for complex energy policy 
evaluation. Evaluation 27(1): 57–79
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Aspect Two: Coordination and Governance

• Multi-part, separate but interdependent policy interventions usually need 
to be aligned: growing importance of coordination & governance 
arrangements

• Success often depends on pre-existing community, sectoral or territorial 
networks; the credibility of system leaders; capacities to use information 
and adapt; participatory engagement of stakeholders

• Coordination and governance has itself to be evaluated and included in 
models, ToCs and case-studies

• Those in governance and coordination roles will themselves generate and 
use evaluation and monitoring data - & reflexively learn how to improve 
coordination/governance so as to strengthen coherence within and 
between policy interventions

Coherence doesn’t happen on its own!   
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Aspect Three: Time - Re-setting the Evaluation Clock!

• Move away from one-off ex post evaluation at end of time-bounded 
programme/policy, to integrating evaluation into policy & programming 
cycle - revaluing ex ante & mid-term/ongoing evaluations

• Ex post evaluations cover extended time-scales – looking back over this 
and previous policy cycles on a rolling basis - synthesising ‘lessons’ across 
sites and time

• Mid term evaluations increasingly inform ‘reprogramming’ (now expected 
if long policy cycles). The emergence of ‘steering’ and adaptive 
management – UK energy policy consciously used ‘action research’ 
alongside evaluation to inform implementation

Ensuring policy-making & evaluation are coherent with real-world timescales 
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Aspect Four: Importance of Substantive theory

Moving from narrow focus on programmes & recognising the importance of 
complexity, context and interdependencies, changes where we 

look for theory

• ‘Programme theory’ as in the assumptions and theories of policy makers 
and programme managers is not enough- as long-ago noted by Carol Weiss

• Becoming standard in UK and in EU Structural Fund evaluations to look to 
academic research to identify the building blocks of ‘Theories of Change’

• Examples: Innovations Systems Theory; Energy Transition Theory;  Energy 
Practices in the home; Local Economic Development etc 

• Centrality therefore of ‘literature reviews’ and evaluations teams that 
include academic partnerships and domain experts



51  Loorbach et al Sustainability Transitions Research: Transforming Science and Practice for Societal Change 2017

52 E.g. Schot, J.W., Geels, F.W., 2008. Strategic niche management and sustainable innovation journeys: theory, findings, research agenda 
and policy. Technology Analysis and Strategic Management 20, 537–554

Overall impact evaluation report from NDSEMIC’s Research & Evaluation 
Programme. Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy. 
London.  November 2020 
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On ‘Measurement’

• I have talked about evaluation and in particular evaluation that tries to 
identify the effectiveness of policy interventions and how and why they are 
effective. I’ve not addressed ‘measurement’ even though in Webinar title!

• There is much ‘measurement’ and ‘monitoring’ of all these programmes, 
especially in EU Structural funds which has an elaborate monitoring system 
& conducts macro-economic modelling extensively

My view is that these measurement approaches are valid at a micro and 
meso level but are less able to connect macro policy outcomes to particular 

policies or to explain and therefore signpost how to improve policy 
interventions and their results
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Postscript
Quote from Andreas Wagner’s 1997 Santa Fe Working Paper on
Causality in Complex Systems (SFI Working Paper: 1997-08-075)

I would suggest that the kinds of evaluations of complex policy interventions I’ve 
described can increase ‘insight into functional relations among variables’ and 

thereby inform policy-making. They do not set out to measure policy effectiveness
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